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Three-dimensional (3D) bioprinting is a new technology used to create 
biological constructs, widening the scope of regenerative and therapeutic 
medicine. Stem cells are self-renewing, remain undifferentiated unless 
stimulated and have the capability to differentiate into all specialized cell 
types. These characteristics make stem cells ideal for use in the production 

of 3D printed constructs. A biological construct is composed of cells in a 
scaffold that is compatible, biomimics and can integrate in vivo. Biological 
structures generated using 3D bioprinting have the potential to alleviate 
the need for donor tissue and organs for transplantation. Additionally, 
these constructs also provide a better way to model disease and test phar-
maceuticals.
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Cardiovascular disease is a major health burden in the world. 
Diseases that affect the heart are typically treated using various 

methods such as pharmaceuticals and surgical procedures to repair 
damaged tissue and/or provide interventional therapy. Each day, more 
individuals are being placed on the transplant wait list for new organs. 
With increased efficiency, patient specificity and customization, three-
dimensional (3D) printing of biological constructs open a new door for 
better disease treatment.

Since their discovery, stem cells have become key components in 
developing new therapies within the field of regenerative medicine. 
These undifferentiated cells have the capacity to self-renew as well as 
differentiate into any desired cell type and adapt to the new host 
environment in the body. The unique potential of stem cells opens a 
new venue to use these cells in regenerative medicine through the use 
of 3D bioprinting. 

This bioprinting technology has the capability to print cells with 
biological support materials that should direct and promote cell 
growth, and are expected to successfully adapt and integrate into the 
area of damaged tissue. Most recently, there has been increased inter-
est in stem cell use within the field of bioprinting. Stem cells com-
bined with bioprinting create new possibilities regarding regenerative 
medicine (1). For example, layered skin tissue and intricate structures, 
such as a heart valve and vasculature, have been created using this 
technology (2-4). 

The present review explores the different types of stem cells and 
their corresponding areas of research, discusses the challenges and 
limitations associated with stem cells, and describes the future perspec-
tives of stem cells in the field of bioprinting.

Stem CellS
Stem cells are undifferentiated and self-renewing cells that have the 
ability to differentiate into the various specialized cell types found in 
the body. Embryonic stem cells were the first of the three types of stem 
cells to be successfully isolated. Evans and Kaufman (5) first isolated 
mouse embryonic stem cells, as described in their 1981 article pub-
lished in Nature. Since then, the field of stem cell biology has gained 
significant momentum and excitement.

There are three main types of stem cells: embryonic stem cells 
(ESCs); induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs); and adult stem cells 

(ASCs). Each of these types of stem cells will be discussed further in 
their respective sections, along with the associated therapeutic 
applications.

eSCs
ESCs are isolated from the inner cell mass of the preimplantation 
blastocyst of an embryo and then maintained in vitro. At this stage of 
the ESC’s life, they are undifferentiated and pluripotent, making them 
ideal for therapeutic applications (6). Additionally, ESCs are self-
renewing, meaning they divide to make more ESCs while maintaining 
their undifferentiated state. These cells can be stimulated to differenti-
ate into the varying specialized cell types.  

A study by D’Amour et al (7) showed successful differentiation of 
human ESCs into pancreatic horomone-expressing cells in vitro (7). 
These cells produced insulin, glucagon, somatostatin, pancreatic poly-
peptide and ghrelin, all of which are important for pancreatic func-
tion. Insulin is of particular importance because diabetic patients lack 
the ability to readily produce it. The cells produced in this study 
showed promising treatment potential for patients with diabetes mel-
litus (7).

In a study by Taiani et al (8), mouse ESCs were differentiated into 
osteoblasts, suspended in a collagen I gel, and then injected into an 
osteoporotic mouse model at the site of a burr-hole fracture. The site 
of the fracture was monitored over a four-week span using micro-
tomography, and it showed great improvement in the diseased bone. 
This showed promise for potential use of embryonic stem cells in 
fracture repair and bone regeneration.

Methods to regenerate heart tissue have generated significant 
interest, as cardiovascular disease continues to lead in the number of 
mortailities per year. There has been extensive work performed on 
ESC therapies for cardiovascular disease (9-12). In an early study by 
one of these groups, Singla et al (12) implanted mouse ESCs into a 
myocardial infarction mouse model. Postimplantation, these ESCs 
were shown to differentiate into cardiomyocytes, endothelial cells 
and vascular smooth muscle cells. Moreover, these cells were also 
able to successfully migrate into the area of damaged tissue and 
improve cardiac function. More recently, Singla et al (11) injected 
mouse ESCs and conditioned media into the damaged heart tissue of 
mice with doxorubicin-induced cardiomyopathy. The results of this 
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 study showed improvement in the fractional shortening and ejection 
fraction of the heart tissue while also inhibiting apoptosis and promo-
ting vascularization of the tissue. These studies provide promising 
insight and a foundation for future therapies for cardiac regeneration.

Although their potential is significant, there are limitations 
associated with this type of stem cell therapy. One major concern 
associated with ESCs is teratoma (tumour) formation after trans-
plantation (13,14). Another concern is immunological response, 
which occurs when a foreign object is introduced in the body and is 
rejected. This rejection of foreign material can potentially lead to 
death of the recipient. Ethical concerns regarding ESCs are another 
factor that has plagued this field of research. For years, there has 
been debate on the legal and moral issues regarding the use of an 
embryo (13). Many believe that life begins at conception, and the 
practice of using these cells is unethical. Moreover, some are dis-
pleased with government funding being given to research that they 
do not morally agree with or goes against their religious beliefs. The 
advent of iPSCs helped to redefine the field of stem cell research 
and alleviate the ethical concerns (15).

iPSCs
iPSCs are pluripotent and self-renewing cells that have similar char-
acteristics to ESCs, and are derived from somatic cells through trans-
fection of transcription factors using viral or nonviral methods (16). 
iPSCs are created by taking adult somatic cells from the body, and 
reprogramming them using four factors, Oct 3/4, Sox 2, Klf 4 and 
c-Myc (16,17). These factors genetically reprogram the cell from a 
specialized state to one that is ESC-like. The transformed cells now 
have the ability to differentiate into cell types found in all three germ 
layers: ectoderm, endoderm and mesoderm. This is useful because all 
specialized cell types found in the body are derived from one of these 
layers. When examining their growth, iPSCs were positive for 
embryonic cells markers, such as Nanog and SSEA-3, and also had a 
morphology and cell staining comparable with that of ESCs (17). 
These cells have eliminated ethical concerns associated with ESCs 
because embryos are not being used, making iPSCs even more desir-
able candidates for therapeutic and regenerative applications. 

The process of transforming somatic cells into iPSCs was first 
performed on adult mice somatic cells in 2006 (17). Members of the 
same group (Takahashi et al [17]) later showed that human fibro-
blasts taken from the human dermis could be converted into iPSCs, 
using the same four transcription factors, and that the generated 
iPSCs exhibit the same characteristics as human ESCs. Fibroblasts 
and adipose tissue are commonly used to create iPSCs; however, 
somatic cells can be taken from anywhere in the body. Singla et al 
(18) showed the first successful transformation of H9C2 cells, also 
known as cardiomyoblasts, into iPSCs using the transcription fac-
tors mentioned previously. These cells were then differentiated into 
cardiomyocytes. This study showed that regeneration of heart tissue 
after a myocardial infarction was possible using cardiomyocytes dif-
ferentiated from iPSC (18).

iPSCs were created to circumvent the ethical concerns associated 
with ESCs. Another major benefit associated with iPSCs include their 
ability to be generated directly from a patient population. This enables 
the creation of patient-specific therapies while simultaneously elimin-
ating the concern of immunological response (16). Moreover, because 
these cells are derived from patient somatic cells, the supply is more 
plentiful compared with some other type of stem cells, such as ASCs. 
Concerns associated with iPSCs are the method of synthesis is ineffi-
cient, and viral methods for transformation may incorporate into the 
genome of the cell causing harm and teratoma formation (16).

ASCs
ASCs reside in the organs and tissue of the body that remain in an 
undifferentiated state and are self-renewing (19). When external stim-
uli prompt ASCs, such as the time when the body needs to heal or 
regenerate, they are able to differentiate into the specialized cell types 
of the tissue in which they are found. ASCs are found in most tissues, 

although some have higher quantities than others. For example, 
hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), which are found in the bone mar-
row and generate all of the components of blood, exist in higher 
quantities compared with cardiac and neural stem cells (19).

ASCs have been used for therapies for a relatively long time. 
Specifically, HSCs have been used for many decades for transplanta-
tion to treat blood-related diseases (19). It was originally believed that 
HSCs were limited in their multipotency. ASCs initially were believed 
to be limited in plasticity, meaning that they were only able to differ-
entiate into the specialized cells in the tissue in which they were 
found; however, recent research has shown greater differentiation 
capabilities (20). A study by Tang et al (20) showed that muscle-
derived stem cells grown in Schwann cell culture with factors PDGF, 
NT-3 and IGF-2 would transdifferentiate into neural cells. Moreover, 
adipose ASCs have been shown to be able to differentiate into other 
cell types, such as hepatocytes (21). While this is an enormous feat to 
be able to differentiate an ASC to a cell of a completely different lin-
eage, there remains issues with the approach.

One issue is that ASC-derived cells do not naturally express all of 
the tissue-specific molecules and markers usually present on a native 
cell (21). For example, it has been shown that adipose cells, differenti-
ated into hepatocytes, did not express five common hepatocyte factors, 
thus affecting the ability of the transformed ASCs to function cor-
rectly (21). Missing key components such as those will undoubtedly 
affect the efficacy and function of a cell.

Isolating and obtaining ASCs can be difficult, time consuming and 
laborious, especially for tissue with a small ASC reservoir. While 
ASCs do have the ability to transdifferentiate, their plasticity remains 
limited compared with that of the other two types of stem cells. 
Similar to iPSCs, however, the immune response is not an issue, if the 
ASCs are patient derived and specific.

limitAtiOnS OF tHeRAPeutiC Stem Cell uSe
As described in their respective sections, each type of stem cell has 
limitations. In summary, ESCs are limited primarily by ethical con-
cerns, immune response and teratoma formation. iPSCs also exhibit 
teratoma formation like in ESCs, are often inefficiently produced, and 
the viral method of transfection can potentially harm the cells by 
incorporating into the cell’s genome. Finally, ASCs are limited in 
plasticity; furthermore, they are difficult to obtain and are found in 
limited quantities.

While each type of stem cell has its own advantages as well as 
limitations, there are some limitations that affect all types of cells 
regarding in vivo use for regeneration. Engraftment and integration of 
cells into the recipient’s natural environment of the body has shown to 
be a major challenge (14). Cellular integration difficulties can hinder 
the improvement of damaged tissue in the body and, therefore, give 
rise for the need of further and more refined strategies. The major, and 
relatively new, strategy addressed in the present review is the concept 
of 3D printing of biological constructs, to successfully overcome the 
aforementioned challenges.

3D BiOPRinting
Bioprinting, a form of tissue engineering, is an emerging discipline 
within the fields of regenerative and therapeutic medicine (22,23). The 
practice of bioprinting itself is multidisciplinary in nature, encompassing 
the fields of biology, materials science and engineering. The central 
dogma of tissue engineering is obtaining cells, placing the cells on a 
biologically compatible scaffold, and maintaining the conditions neces-
sary for cell survival and proliferation while also introducing extracellu-
lar signals necessary to direct cells toward tissue formation (Figure 1). 
With bioprinting being a relatively new field, there is still much to dis-
cover and learn before this type of technology can be streamlined for 
medical use (22,23). This section will outline the basic functionality of 
the various types of 3D bioprinters, what factors to consider when 
designing and printing a biological construct, the current research 
regarding 3D bioprinting and the future perspectives of this field.
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types of printers
3D bioprinting began with the transformation of a commercial desk-
top inkjet printer to the one that can print biological material (24). 
Inkjet bioprinting is one of the various types of bioprinters currently 
being used in research. This type of print technology is modified by 
substituting the cartridge ink with cells and cellular material, modify-
ing the print head to give the appropriate print droplet size, depos-
ition, consistency and uniformity and, finally, modifying the software 
for use in biological application (23). The cells are deposited in a 
layer-by-layer fashion (23), much like the movements of a normal two-
dimensional desktop printer, while incorporating a z-axis, which 
allows the print stage to move up and down (ie, in the third dimen-
sion). While inkjet is the most commonly used type of bioprinting, 
microextrusion and laser-assisted bioprinters are also being used. 

Microextrusion bioprinters use either pressure or mechanical 
methods to dispense the cellular material in programmed locations 
(23). Microextrusion printers in general are fairly common. 
Nonbiological microextrusion printers encompass many types of com-
monly used 3D plastic printers. One benefit of this type of printer is 
that it already is designed with three axes, unlike the inkjet, in which 
the addition of the third axis is a necessary modification. This printing 
technology works by depositing the material in the specified locations 
by fluid motions of the extruder (23). A wide variety of materials can 
be used with this printer, such as plastics, hydrogels and copolymers, 
making it fairly versatile (23).

The third type, laser-assisted bioprinters, uses a significantly differ-
ent technique than the previous two printers. This type of bioprinter 
uses a laser pulse to push the biological material to specific areas on a 
collector region (23,25). This technique is the most complex, and also 
the most expensive of the three options. This type of printer is not as 
commonly used as inkjet and microextrusion; however, it does show 
promise in the realm of bioprinting, and is gaining interest among 
researchers because it is shown to produce prints with high viability 
and resolution (25).

mAteRiAl FACtORS
Cells, biologically compatible scaffolding and extracellular factors are 
the three main components needed to build a biological construct. 
With stem cells having been discussed in a greater detail in the previ-
ous section, this section focuses on scaffold design and culturing of 3D 
printed tissue.

Stem cells have great potential for regenerative therapies; however, 
one main issue with the use of stem cell therapies currently is integra-
tion and engraftment of cells into the body. If these cells are not able 
to integrate and biomimic the natural environment properly in vivo, 
regeneration of the tissue cannot be fully accomplished, and also has 
the potential to cause additional issues (23). Materials play a signifi-
cant role in cell attachment and proper cellular function (23). These 
scaffolds must be able to allow the cells to successfully integrate and 
proliferate within them, while also not harming the cells in the pro-
cess. Moreover, these constructs must also cause no harm to the in 
vivo tissue (23). Careful consideration and research must be performed 
to determine whether implanting these engineered structures will 
cause unwanted adverse effects. 

When building a biological construct, many factors must be taken 
into account. These include, but are not limited to, biocompatibility, 
ability to biologically mimic the in vivo environment, nontoxicity, 
integration, and mechanical and chemical properties of the materials 
(23). Cells must be able to integrate, proliferate, maintain viability 
and function the same as a natural cell in the body. Scaffolds essen-
tially act as the extracellular matrix of the cell (23). 

One design strategy when making a scaffold is to have the con-
struct stay in vivo. The other, and arguably better, option is to make 
a scaffold that degrades over time. If the construct is going to stay in 
vivo, it must be made of materials that will not harm the body for long 
periods of time, and is designed to accommodate the dynamic nature 
of the extracellular matrix and cell (23). A degradable scaffold and 

its byproducts must also be nontoxic and noncarcinogenic (23). 
The process of designing a scaffold is a delicate balance of finding 
what will allow the cells to adhere, proliferate and differentiate, 
while also ensuring that no materials will harm the cells and in vivo 
environment. 

tiSSue engineeRing uSing 3D BiOPRinting
Once bioprinting is established, the use of stem cells as the cellular 
material of choice will gain interest in the scientific community (1). 
Stem cells’ pluripotency and self-renewal make them appealing cellu-
lar material for use in 3D bioprinting.

Bioprinting began with a thermal inkjet printer. Boland et al (26) 
and others (27-29), performed the preliminary work in the field 
using a modified Hewlett Packard 550 inkjet printer, and patented 
this inkjet printing technology in 2006 (24,26-29). In one study by 
this group, the viability of Chinese hamster ovary cells and rat 
embryonic motoneurons was examined after they were printed, and 
this group showed cell survival to be >90% post-printing (28). A 
study by Cui and Boland (2) showed that human vasculature could 
be created by printing human microvascular endothelial cells with 
fibrinin. This creation is significant because vasculature is necessary 
for 3D printed structures to survive in vivo, because the tissue will 
need blood supply (2). While these studies did not use stem cells, 
they laid the foundation for the field of stem cell bioprinting.

While bioprinting with stem cells is a newer practice, there have 
been many tissues printed already. In a study by Gao et al (30), human 
mescenchymal stem cells were printed using inkjet technology with a 
PEG-GelMA scaffold, and created tissue, with >80% of the cells sur-
viving post-printing. In a recent study by Hsieh et al (31), mild 
improvement of the central nervous system of zebrafish was observed 
when injected with 3D printed neural stem cells. In 2013, Xu et al 
(32) demonstrated the ability to print multiple cell types simultan-
eously. In this study, human amniotic-derived stem cells, canine 
smooth muscle cells and bovine aortic endothelial cells were each 
mixed with CaCl2 and printed, using thermal inkjet technology, into 
an alginate-collagen scaffolding. In vitro results showed the tissue 
maintained the cell-specific characteristics of each printed cell type. 
In vivo, all cell types survived engraftment, and showed vasculariza-
tion of the tissue (32). Engraftment and vascularization are essential 
for a 3D bioprinted construct to survive in vivo.

While inkjet bioprinting is the most common approach to bio-
printing to date, there has been successful printing of stem cells using 
other methods. As shown in the study by Gaebel et al (33), cardiac 
patches for in vivo therapeutics were created and seeded with human 
umbilical vein endothelial cells and human mesenchymal stem cells by 
laser-induced forward transfer cell printing. When the patch seeded 
with the cells was placed in vivo, the results showed that there was 
improvement in function as well as an increase in the vasculature of the 

Figure 1) Schematic representation of three-dimensional (3D) printing, 
organ development and applications
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 region damaged by myocardial infarction (33). Moreover, Ali et al (25) 
showed that mesenchymal stem cells printed using laser-assisted printing 
had high viability, reportedly almost 100%, as well as high resolution 
postprint. High viability and resolution are also essential for a successful 
3D printed product.

FutuRe PeRSPeCtiveS
Although 3D bioprinting is currently in it early stages, the outlook for this 
field is tremendous. In developed countries, chronic diseases lead in num-
ber of mortalities per year by far compared with infectious diseases. The 
ability to print tissues and organs provides novel therapeutic opportunities 
for these kinds of diseases that cannot solely be accomplished with medi-
cation, lifestyle changes or surgical procedures. As described previously, 
many biological constructs have already been successfully printed. One of 
many examples can be seen in the study by Duan et al (3), which details 
the production of a successful 3D trileaflet valve. This type of valve could 
be used as a replacement for damaged or diseased valves. 

Standardization and continued improvement of printed biological 
constructs are needed before clinical use becomes common. Future 

bioprinting applications can include, but are not limited to, produc-
tion of tissue for wound repair, models for drug toxicity studies, phar-
maceutical testing and, eventually, organs for transplantation (1,23). 
While standardizing practices to create therapies using 3D biological 
constructs may be not be attainable at the current moment, further 
advances in this field will undoubtedly revolutionize current research 
techniques and provide novel treatments for disease. 
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